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June 2015 Edition  
 
Action Shot from Run 
1896 The Ferryboat in 
Hollywell (February 
2015) 
 
After Muff Diver 
Finally Submits a Run 
Write Up for a 
February Run 
 
Just in time for A 
summer edition of the 
Herald! 
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Cambridge Hash House Harriers (CH3) Founded in 
1978 

With over 1700 groups worldwide, The Hash is an 
international disorganisation of people who enjoy h aving 

fun and some exercise. 
 
 
 
 
 

Runs are at 11.00am every Sunday from pubs within 
Cambridgeshire area, usually noted for their real 

ales. 
 

New runners are always welcome! - Interested?  

http://www.ch3.co.uk/ 
A drinking club with a running problem! 

 
 

 
 
 
What is Hashing? 

• A non-competitive run set in and around the 
Cambridgeshire area across fields & footpaths usual ly. 
Speed/fitness is not important. 

• A great way to meet people from diverse backgrounds  in a 
very informal setting. 

• The run gets your endorphins flowing and the camara derie 
and beer help fine tune the mood. 

• There is a small charge per run to cover the cost o f 
drinks after (and sometimes during!) the run. 

 
What Hashing is NOT.  

• Only for fast or elite runners. Walkers are most we lcome. 
• Nothing to do with drugs or a mass drunken brawl. W e like 

to run and drink, sometimes at the same time (!).  
• We don’t want people who are just out to get trashe d. 

Mutual respect, courtesy to others and the countrys ide 
are equally important.  

• Politically correct. Part of the fun is letting you r hair 
down 

• If you don’t have a broad sense of humour and a sen se of 
the ironic, then hashing is probably not for you. 

 

 
 
Hash ‘Business Cards’ You’ll all get a pile of them  to dish out, leave 
on pub notice boards and it saves peop le asking twatty questions  

Rear – That’s right, double sided so we can explain  what 
this hashing lark is all about 
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Disclaimer  
I am H’H’Human  not word machine and creativity need time to 

grow and flourish. TOED, threats be they financial (Raffle) or 
physical (Down Downs) hamper this process which why  this write 

up is so very late. 
No animals  where harmed during the run although a Horse farted  

due to mint ingestion 

 
CH3 Run 1896  
 
Date: 1st Feb 2015 
 
Location: The Ferry Boat in Hollywell 
 
It twas chilly but a sunny day in February as we ga ther in the 
good sized carpark laid in gravel with some house b ricks 
providing a divider. 
 
The rag tag motley crew arrive and at the given hou r, we form 
a rather higgledy did piggledy circle. As the execu tive have 
failed to show, FIT BUT DIM calls us to order and w elcomes us 
to the Ferry Boat (in his capacity as Joint master,  Hash Horn, 
chief bottle washer..).  The hares are summoned int o the 
circle and explain the run, these are TAXI (what do  the 
symbols mean)DERMIST and canny geordie lad STRAP ON  (blind 
leading the stupid maybe?). 
As the hares explain about the interesting run they  have for 
us. BEAR raises a point of order, “Interesting run,  
Interesting run, is that why we haven’t run from he re in 30 
years”… 
 
So with bar set and us all freezing in the milky wi nter sun, 
we were off.  

 
NB: Unfortunately I was suffering the after effects  of acute 
man flu so, unusually I was joining the sick lame a nd lazy (or 
the walkers as they would rather be called). 
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Those of able body scampered across the carpark dow n the steps 
toward the river and to the right “ON ON” was the c ry. The 
walkers and I shuffled off with all the speed and g race of an 
asthmatic slug, but we were moving. 
 
As we reached the small road, the runners were back  finding a 
false trail to the right and we were off up the roa d. I 
shuffled along with wheezy comrades dodging the pud dles on the 
road and admiring the river front properties includ ing some 
nice thatched cottages. Along the road we found our  late 
running GM (tales of his absence were exaggerated).  
We continue up the road a reach a Blue gate  into a  hilly 
field bordering the church, by now the pack is spre ading out 
and HANGOVERBLUES, IMELDA and myself are trailing s lightly. We 
cross the field and come across a rather scruffy lo oking pony, 
feeling sorry for it, I offer it a handful of pocke t fluff 
which it rejects (talk about picky..) IMELDA then f inds some 
mints in her bag and we pay the horse to let us pas s. 
We cross another gate and wander up a lane towards a bridal 
way, past some very nice houses and onto a grassy t rack.  
We continued down the track near a wooded area to b e greeted 
by GOOGLY , SLAPHEAD and LIGHTENING. It seems we ha d 
inadvertently strayed onto the runners trail and 
aforementioned were going back to find  the walkers  route. No 
walking trail for the 3 musk-a-idiots, we can do th e runners 
trail…. 

 
Well, one grassy path turned 
into another very similar 
grass path, with the shiggy 
getting more and more 
sticky/Slippery. 
After a little small group 
photo, we crossed the road a 
short cut back to PUB for 
beer.  
Down Downs were awarded to;- 
 
ON ON  
MUFFDIVER 
 
 

Name  Sin/ Accomplishment 
Taxi/STRAP-ON Hares 
Muff Diver Lack of Horn 
HAVENT  GOT ONE Blatant river running 
KABOSE Something to do with the 

trains? 
WOODY HOLLOW Saving Ferret 
BIG BLOUSE (GM) Sat Nav fuckwitery 
SWEATY CAKE WHOLE Kissing a horse and getting a 

love bite off it.. 
BASTARD  Hash Promotion 
DAFFY Special Dancing to Fen Boy3 
DEBBIE Baby sitting DAFFY and BASTARD 
GOOGLY 500 Runs 
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Run 1899 – The Crown, 
Littlington – 22nd Feb. 2015 

Hare – Kermit and Antar 

Scribe - Taxidermist 
 

  
 

The Acme Run Write up!* 
(*NB – delete where applicable according to your point of view – with 
apologies to the originator -  Big Blouse) 

The Words 

Arriving late at the pub I was greeted by a hungover Bastard – Strapon !, good 

to see you're back / front / going to buy me a pint later he opined as the old 

friends of the CH3 Hash greeted each other with affection / irritation / violence.  

Taxi – all I said 
was ..”let’s hang 
around here and 
wait for the pack 
“!!! 
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The sun shone brightly / it was cloudy as usual / p*****g with rain, as the good 

folk of the CH3 began to arrive from all quarters muttering about the hash being 

miles away in Bedfordshire / Bloody Essex / Suffolk / the Fens again. The weather 

ensured a fantastic / reasonable / pathetic (even by our low standards) turn out 

of the usual suspects / losers / vagrants / chickens.  

The circle was called and our lovely / slightly unhinged / completely deranged GM 

welcomed us to the pub in perfect Swahili.  

As the circle geared itself up for the hash the clear and detailed / barely legible / 

deeply confusing trail marks were explained by the hares who also warned us 

about loose dogs / women / horses / Alpacas / change, the pack, with what can 

only be described as good cheer / astonishing apathy / a “can't be arsed today” 

attitude ambled forth with a clearly restless knitting circle milling about aimlessly 

in several directions like a cast of illiterate zombies.  

The huge and powerful form of the bearded Toed overtook / lagged behind / fell 

in a ditch just in front of the coy and demure Legover / Deep Shit / Slaphead 

and within seconds the 1st official moan of the day was registered by the pack . 

Then we were away through a small copse / wood / graveyard / swamp full of 

s*** (it really was Class 1 shiggy on his run) and across the fields to see the 

peaceful and slumbering village in the distance, soon to be woken by the 

assembled madness collectively known as the CH3.  

Pausing at a check next it was evident that the trail had been laid by a genius / 

accountant / drooling vegetable as the obvious FRB's Deep Shit / Sperm Whale 

/ Swampy sped into view and ambled / just about ran / gazelled forth with joy 

in their heart at the unfolding and wondrous trail.  

The pack were then led over a very wobbly style / bridge / field / culvert / 

rubbish tip with a picturesque weir and stream / slag heap / building site, along a 

tow path and past the wonderful pub, where unfortunately there wasn't a beer 

stop, back over a narrow bridge / sand dune / golf course / motorway and we 

were away up & over the hill (in more ways than one) and the knitting circle 

roamed majestically / paused dramatically / ground to a halt as only a clump of 

hashers can, with various folk nattering about how it "wasn't like this in the old 

days".  

A smiling but very sweaty Mole / Lady Slipstream / ooh la la clumped into 

view and was startled to see a partially undressed Klinger / Earl of Pampisford 

/ Kermit / Lady Slipstream / Lightning which caused great consternation / 

raised eyebrows / projectile vomiting amongst many.  

Despite some brilliant tactical trail laying / pure luck / totally random b******s 

from the hares, the previously well held together pack started to disintegrate 

through age / general wear / Alzheimers but by this time the end was in sight 

and eventually all good / terrifying / retarded things must come to an end and 

with some last minute beautiful sights of a magnificent beech tree / electricity 

pylon / car crash we took the back entrance into the village and were soon in the 

safe realms of the bar / prison / asylum.  

After in small delay as the bar tender blinked in disbelief as CH3 ordered a total 

of 91 pints / 6 litres of white wine / 1 x bag of pork scratching. 

Down downs were awarded to ;  
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Burn it out of us or incredibly stupid - Cinnamon and Forrest Dump 

Big Blouse -  eating a horse ? 

Dog off lead-  Cinnamon  

After a few pints that one could be quite pretty -  Gorilla  

Pole dancing -  While You're Down There  

Pedro -whistling at horses 

Being mistaken for a scarecrow – Earl of Pampisford 

Strapon - crop running 

Strapon – Using holy water to clean shoes 

Bedsores / Klinger / Dave El Rave  / Legover/ Posh / Ohh La la / Double 

Top / 3 Litre Anita / 3 Swallows / No Knickers / Antar / Kermit/ 

Taxidermist / Jetstream / Unmentionable / Blowback/ Benghazi / 

Beerstop for saying “OoooohhAaaRRrggh moi grabblers gotten scringied in the 

sploflardenaries today”  

Visitors:  several unidentified species of flea / MI6/ Duke of Edinburgh 

The fabulous Hares : Kermit and Antar 

The sun still shone / it was grey & depressing it was still p****** down, warmth 

and good natured bonhomie spread over the hash and the day ended perfectly 

with truckloads of chip butties, chicken ‘things’ an’ ‘ting.  

A Great / ok / total waste of time and effort indeed!  

Summary of the trail 
...name the feet! 
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Run 1897 The Griffin Iselham 
Hares Cruella de Hash and Just Gimmie One 

Teds (who said Ted) auto nag has 
got the better of me, so in the 
absence of pictures I have 
grabbed some from the interweb. 
I doubt that anyone will 
notice that they don’t 
recognise any of the 
pictures and as the 
majority can’t read so no 
problems. The motley mob 
assembled as per normal 
comparing their 
afflictions ailments and 
hangovers. At just before 

11am Big Blouse  called us to circle up and after the symbols 
were explained to 
Taxi  we were sent on 
our way. After a bit 
of street stuff and 
some urban green 
stuff we headed off 
to Riverside 
Island Marina. On the way 
there was an awful stench 
it was either the pig farm, 
the sewerage works or the 
pack! After annoying the 
boating folk and fishermen 
we crossed the river this 
proved to be a huge loop 
back to the same crossing. 
On the way back a drinks 

stop had appeared, great stuff as I was driving. 
Back past the pig farm / sewerage works / 
smelly Hasher and so to the pub.                                                 
Down Downs for Big Blouse for starting the 
HASH early, a new runner Brian There were 
also Down downs for Blowback, Klinger, 
Pedro, Strap On, El Rave, Mad monk and 
Little Blow. I'm not sure why as the R.A. wasn’t 
speaking English and I can’t read my writing on 
my notes it looks like plastic cones, studded hats 
and tap dancing on the sink. I’m sure Klinger 
must have been for pissing on trail. El Rave also 
was awarded a tankard for achieving 400 r*ns. 
Thanks to the Hares for a good run 
 

ON ON Kermit 
The Beer master has never been as popular  

                            The Griffin Iseleham  

                                     Iselham Marina  
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From the Cambridge Evening News May(ish) 2015 – 

Great News Indeed A NEW MILTON BREWRY PUB 

– WAHOOH! 
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CH3 Run 1901 
Packhorse Inn, Moulton 
Hares – Debonaire &Double Top 
 
The Words 
Hoards of Hashers ignored strict instructions NOT t o park in 
the enormous ‘too posh’ car park at the pub (can’t think why 
they were unwelcome there) and were cast away by De bonaire to 
where they couldn’t park at the village hall. Taxi lead some 
young, blonde harriettes up a path marked ‘no entry ’ and they 
parked beside a ditch.  
 
The sun was shining; a glorious effort from the RA.  As the 
Hash set off over an historic bridge (or across the  boring 
road beside it for those who couldn’t be bothered),  it dawned 
on some of the older members that they’d run this s ame bloody 
trail before!  
 
Perhaps the Hares thought they could get away with it, seeing 
as it was last laid in 1988 and that now the pub ha d a new 
name...or more likely they didn’t care. Debonaire q uite 
liberally shared information on how she’d dug out h er old 
route. 
 
The retro trail was speckled with gorgeous patches of 
woodland, unnecessary stream crossings and pretty l ittle 
flowers that seemed to be spreading themselves wide  open as if 
to say ‘bring it on, Sunshine!’ Hold it for me was clearly 
quite mesmerized by the beautiful surroundings (or more likely 
the Hariettes’ bottoms), which can be his only excu se for 
running through check points and turn backs. OBVIOU SLY he 
didn’t see them. 
 
Woody Hollow was inspired and felt like baring all as well. On 
numerous occasions she was seen exposing her breast s to the 
sun…and anyone who wanted a peek, including her hus band who 
enjoyed the novelty after so long. 
 
Potty stumbled through the undergrowth. A welcome, familiar 
sight and perhaps more unsteady than usual; Possibl y due to a 
major injury from which he was recovering…or more l ikely the 
lager he’d honorably drunk before arriving at the H ash. This 
behavior was duly rewarded in the circle but unfort unately not 
with Potty’s tipple of choice. 
 
Also, emerging from the daffodils came Slaphead and  Forrest 
Gump, duly mincing to the tune of Springtime with t he 
Harriette walkers. It was hard to tell the differen ce between 
Hashers and Harriettes. 
 
Back at the pub, the Hash was welcomed and immediat ely ushered 
in to a back room as they didn’t quite match the wa llpaper 
but, seeing as they are such wall flowers, they got  away with 
lurking in the garden. The public got a bit of a sh ock when 
they got too close. 
Down downs were issued to the (out of) tune of: 
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Debonair and Double Top, for the poor planning of c ar parking 
arrangements and route 
 
Hold it for me, for running through check points an d turn 
backs 
 
Woody Hollow, for carrying out the Cambridge Hash t radition of 
baring breasts while on the hash. 
 
Potty, for the ‘return of a fallen hero’ and being the only 
drinking club member who actually drinks prior to a rriving at 
the hash 
 
Slaphead and Forrest Gump, for being two male mince rs walking 
with the ladies 
 
Fit But Dim, for recognising males in a female walk ing group 
 
A truly wonderful time was had by all…with possible  exception 
of the Landlady who preferred to give free sausage rolls to 
the dogs than her unkempt, beer-drinking patrons! 
 

On On 
Babycham 
 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

 

Run Number 1903  Scribe Chimp 

Hares:  Daffy and The Earl 

Rose & Crown Ashdon Hooray no rain. 

We arrived at the Rose & Crown quite early as did hollow legs & Fit but Dim so of 

course we had the chat about the rugby week end, whist daffy looked on and 

indicated he had not a blind bit of interest in Rugby – never mind!   

 

At this point the Earl professed Gorilla to be a cripple and he was allowed to park in 

the car park. The land lord wanted to keep other spaces for his regulars. After that 

Gorilla became the gate keeper and woe betide anyone who tried to park in the car 

park, apart from slaphead who was allowed to after his 20 manoeuvres at parking in 

there. Big Blouse started to be exceptionally nice to me (as always) putting his big 

arms around me – but this time he wanted a favour!  
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I think were in the shit Another fine mess       It was all his fault 

In the circle before the run commenced Daffy decided we all knew the rules (There 

are no rules!) & symbols about the hash, forgetting we had a new runner (call it old 

age on his part) so he in put him in the charge of mole who had brought him along, 

so he could explain about the non-rules of hashing. 

Off we went down the road to the left down the lane into the countryside and the 

whole pack (lovely no mud!) – got caught on a turn back across a large green 

pasture, apart from us lovely walkers. The trail weaved through some beautiful 

countryside and by some lovely brooks, but the Ashdon windmill was nowhere in 

sight!  

As we were happily walking along Georgina and James ran by with Delilah on James 

back happily bobbing up and down in time with his running – it was good to see that 

they were taking terns as they later passed us again with Delilah bobbing up and 

down on Mum’s back. At this point the runners had caught up with us side.  Big 

Blouse gave me some advice about athleticism on the hash (never happened in my 

day). I did notice Mole was actually going round the trail without holding his mobile 

phone. 

Paparazzi, Sue and I came to one big field and as we were walking so quickly we did 

actually get caught on the back end of a turn back!! I will try to do better in future. 

As the runners were passing us again I heard a voice behind from Hollow Legs – 

Alison how come I am passing you again! I overtook you ages ago – I laughed and can 

only say that I am a very quick walker!  
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Should have gone to spec savers           Answers on a post card     God loves you 2 

Rather than going further away from the pub as we could see the runners 

disappearing in the opposite direction from the pub, we came back along the road. 

When we got the beer stop there was no one there yet but there was a cryptic 

message =  12.05 which I discovered later that our very own front runner Gorilla had 

put there – he is not normally on the ball like that! But apparently there was some 

half decent American beer there, the runners got there after we decided to continue 

back to the pub to refresh ourselves with a deserved glass of wine and a pint as the 

legs were aching. 

     

New runner         New Name   600 Runs        600 Runs 

We were all called out for the down downs – Bear for hibernating, El Rave & Mad Monk for 

crop running, Pedro for his 21st birthday yet again, Bastard for doing a turn back when he 

indicated it looked a bit looked like one (stupid bastard), Chimp  for doing her 600 runs 

(lovely wine goblet with wine in!) Kermit also 600 runs (a wine glass shaped like a hip flask) 

Sue was given a hash name = One for his knob! Bless her – by this time I was finished taking 

notes and more interested in filling my lovely goblet up again and again.  

On On 

Chimp 



Runs for June 2015
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk  	               Hare raiser Doggystyle
Run No. 1914: 07-Jun-2015
Black Hores, Rampton, CB24 8QE
Hares Muthatuka
 

Run No. 1915: 14-Jun-2015
Ice House, Dry Drayton, CB23 8BU
Hares Beerstop & Benghazi
 

Run No. 1916: 21-Jun-2015
Wilburton Beer festival, Wilburton, CB6 3RR
Hares Taxidermist & Pedro
 

Run No. 1917: 28-Jun-2015
White Hart, Gt Staughton, PE19 5DA
Hares Bastard & El Rave
 

Grand Master  -  Big Blouse
Grand Mattress  -  Spicey Bear
Joint Master  -  Daffidildo - Fit but Dim
Joint Mattresses  -  Doggy Style  -Woody Hollow
Religious Advisor  -  Moroccan Mole
Verger  -  Fit but Dim
Hare Raiser  -  Doggystyle
Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores
Web Master  -  El Rave

Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There
Assistant  -  Debonaire
Hash Stats  -  Pedro
Beer Master  -  Benghazi
Apprentice  -  Muthutucker
Assistants  -  Beerstop 
Song Master  -  B@stard
Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro

ch3.co.uk
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